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Open wide
A seamless transition
between your interior and
exterior can be created
using bi-fold doors, which
can be completely opened.
The Origin bi-folding
door system, from £1000
to £1200 per door leaf, is
available with a guarantee
of up to 20 years.
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Want to spend more time in the garden this summer?
Draw inspiration from your kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom and
create an outdoor haven that feels as good as the rest of your home
Words: Yvette Murrell
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IDEAS FROM THE

bathroom
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Install a shower
Whether you want to rinse down post swim in
your garden pool, cool down after spending
time in the sauna, or quickly wash little ones’
feet, an outdoor shower is a good investment
– but it comes with a few considerations
before you make a choice. Is your garden
private, or can your neighbours sneak a
peek? Where are you going to place the
shower? It’s recommended you choose a
sunny spot, as water on the shower surface
will dry best there, which in turn will also help
avoid any issues with damp in the future.
While you’re at it, also think about you will be
renovating your entire garden – this would
make it easier to fit new plumbing and direct
it just perfect for your new shower. If you’re
not planning on doing that, consider how the
pipes will reach it – this may involve removing
some of the flooring – and don’t forget to
look at insulation, too. Various companies
create outdoor shower pipes with all-weather
frost-free options, to keep hot water running
all year. In general, consult a professional
for best results. Newform’s Samurai, in a
stainless-steel finish, was designed to look like
an elegant water feature in a contemporary
garden and costs £6672.

If you’re creating an outdoor
bathroom, you’ll want to be able
to wander around barefoot. These
Ayrton Mocha 01 porcelain tiles
from SACW Paving, £83.40 per sq
m, are 20mm thick and have been
designed specifically for outdoor
use. Easy to install dry, they can
be placed onto gravel or grass
without the need for an adhesive.
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Indulge in a hot tub
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Add a soothing sauna
Splash out on a luxury item reminiscent of
Scandinavian spas, which you can use all year
round. Opt for a thermo-treated wood, which is
less prone to warping over time. Outdoor saunas
from Nordic, as shown, come in a of range of
eight different woods and health-beneficial
additions include aromatherapy scents and
chromatherapy lighting. Price on application.
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Think about tiles
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Relax under the stars in your garden. The Skargards
Panel freestanding wooden hot tub comes fully built
and pre-mounted on a solid-steel base. Heated
by a wood-burning stove, its wooden exterior
blends nicely into a leafy setting, plus it features a
rust-proof flue. Priced around £2590 for the smaller
model, which can comfortably sit up to five people. 

Bathe in luxury
With LED lights, comfy back
rests, “ghost system” concealed
whirlpool jets, and a hard-wearing,
easy-to-repair CrystalTech
exterior, Treesse’s Maya spa bath
offers hydrotherapy in a luxurious
form. The shown 260cm-wide
x 205cm-deep x 95cm-high model
costs around £20,760.
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bedroom
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Take cover
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Make your bed
Taking inspiration – quite literally – from where you sleep
and bringing it into the outside, Paola Lenti’s outdoor bed is
a shading structure made from wood and fabrics. Optional
seat pads allow you to create a comfortable rest area, with
panelling protecting you from wind. Price on request.

Heat things up
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When you think about a bedroom, cosiness and
comfort are some of the first things that come to
mind. Made from galvanised steel, Cuckooland’s
Heatsail Dome freestanding electric patio
heater floor lamp is an energy-efficient source
of warmth with a sophisticated design usually
seen indoors, which helps to create a much
more relaxed setting. Priced £2995.

Hanging around
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Embrace accessories
Bold, colourful cushions are an easy
update to any scheme. When decorating
the garden, ensure the covers are made
from a durable, showerproof material in
case they are left outside. Sonoran, Yuma
reversible, and Vista cushion, £12 each,
John Lewis & Partners.
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If you fancy a relaxing
snooze even in compact
spaces, how about
about a hammock?
Anthropologie’s Canyon
Fringe, £98, comes in
Cedar (shown) and yellow
for a splash of sunshine.
Once you’re in, you’ll not
want to get out.
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If you’re planning on reading or
napping in the garden on a summer’s
afternoon, it’s important to stay
protected from the sun. The Etta
parasol measures 2m wide and has
a vibrant Tangerine twill with Fuchsia
Pink threading. Priced £399 from the
East London Parasol Company.
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Plan for all weathers
It may rain more than it does shine
in the UK, but that doesn’t mean
we need to always stay indoors.
With a wooden frame, this garden
igloo from A Place For Everything,
£849, can be used as a sheltered
area which allows you and
your guests to enjoy the views –
whatever the forecast may be. 

Stay comfy
underfoot

Floorcoverings aren’t just
for indoors – with the right
materials, an outdoor rug can
make tiles or wooden decking
in a seating area a lot more
inviting. Asiatic’s Clover rug
in Silver Cream is priced from
£139 for a 120 x 170cm size
from The Rug Seller and has
a versatile and comfortable
high-loop pile made from
recycled plastic bottles.
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Create cosy corners

ADD STYLE TO YOUR GARDEN

After a barbecue or dinner, nestle into a comfy sofa and stick a film on.
Weather permitting, you could even bring out your projector and create
an open-air cinema by displaying the screen on a white sheet or plain wall.
Pictured here is the John Lewis & Partners St Ives modular garden set, from
£250 for a single lounge chair made from FSC-certified eucalyptus.

kitchen
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Keep it warm
We all enjoy a summer barbecue –
but come evening you can often
feel a chill in the air. Chesney’s
Heat & Grill, £1499, can help keep
the temperature up with its dual
functionality as both a charcoal grill
and a wood-burning stove. Toasty.

Turn up the music
Set the mood for your summer with
a curated playlist featuring all of
your favourite tunes – but don’t
get stumped with poor-quality
sounds getting lost in the wind.
Bose’s Free Space 51 speakers
offer 360-degree coverage and
can be installed into the ground or
on hard surfaces. Priced £549.95
for a set of two speakers.
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Create a dining zone
A comfortable and – more importantly – robust set comprising
a dining table and chairs is a must for outdoor living. This
Arundel rectangular design, from £1485, is shown with Cadiz
dining chairs, £270 each, from Neptune.
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Sit back and relax
To create a more casual setting, a couple of
well-placed sun loungers can do just the trick.
Pictured here alongside the Ivyline Henley
outdoor fireplace, £500, from Houseology.
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Bring the bar out
Installing new plumbing in your garden is
an extensive project – so a pop-up bar
may be a more practical option. Made’s
Catania garden bar, £249, is built from
polywood so it is light enough to move
around and has enough space for spirits
and mixers, plus features a lidded ice
bucket in a keep-cool container.
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Create a dedicated area
In open-plan homes, we often discuss
zoning to help anchor the space.
In this scheme, a dining set-up has
been created on decking stained
with Sadolin’s Classic all-purpose
woodstain in natural, £33.88 for
5 litres. Also shown is furniture
painted in Sandtex Rapid Dry Gloss
in Oxford Blue, £17.99 for 750ml. KBB

Update your
tableware
Melamine won’t shatter
if dropped but still looks
good. Tropical plate
(top), £20 for a set of
four, Laura Ashley, and
Brushstrokes dinner plate,
£4, M&S. Mix and match
your sets for a fun style.
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Turn to page 58
for all you need
to know about
planning an
outdoor kitchen
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Have a pizza party
If you have a well-equipped kitchen indoors, it’s a good
idea to consider alternative methods of cooking in your
outdoor space. Pizzas can be ready in moments when
made in a wood-fired appliance and are a sociable meal
to make with family and friends. Ooni’s Pro outdoor oven
is priced £499.
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Install a fitted outdoor kitchen
Full schemes are growing rapidly in popularity. Although
they are an investment, they can withstand the changing
weather far more than your average barbecue and table
top. Talenti Outdoor Living recently launched Tikal, a
modular contemporary design. Price on application.
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Think about practicalities
Artificial grass is easier to maintain than
the real deal – a good option if you
have young children playing outside
(who tend to pull natural grass out in
clumps). Carpetright’s Lindale artificial
grass is priced £32.99 per sq m.
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Build in a worktop
Give yourself adequate
preparation space that will
withstand the elements, such
as Lapitec’s sintered stone.
As a solid surface, each is
order is made bespoke as this
impressive 10m island was,
complete with sink and tap.
Price on application.
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